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Readers' Responses to the Rating of
Non-Uniform Portfolios: Are There
Limits on Portfolios' Utility?

LaRene Despain and Thomas L. Hilgers

Portfolios are "in." Writing specialists who focus on pedagogy, asses:"ml'nl,
and program administration, generally agree that many sample:" of d

student's writing are preferable to a single sample. Students write differ
ently in different genres, on different types of tasks, for different audience",
and under different circumstances. Collections of student writing y·il'ld
better portraits of students as writers and promote useful faculty discu~

sian of teaching practices. Thus, more and more writing programs usc
portfolios of student writing as the bases for placement and course
completion and for faculty training (Belanoff and Dickson; Bishop; Elbow
and Belanoff, "Portfolios"; Hamp-Lyons and Condon; Smit). Assessment
specialists note that wherever generalizability is a goal of the evaluation of
texts, a portfolio of samples is preferable to the single sample.

As a basis for assessment, portfolios offer enhanced validity. Validity
has a1ways been a problematic concept, more likely to exist in poten tial than
in demonstrated reality. Even potential validity is limited by the reliability
that can be achieved in rating any item or sample sd.

The most frequently mentioned "successes" with portfolios have
involved sets ofcompositions in response to a single set of prompt:" (Elbow
and Belanoff, "Using") and speedy readings to yield a simple yes or no
decision on course exit (Belanoff). When wt.> move toward use of portfolios
for more complex forms of assessment, we find ourselves moving into
somewhat uncharted territory, most particularly in the area of establishing
reliability in reading practices. As Sybil Carlson has noted, even one
hundred samples will not guarantet.> generalizability; the samples still must
be rated reliably. The reliability that has been achieved in judging single
samples of student writing (Cooper, Diederich, Lloyd-Jones; White) I~as

contributed significantly to the credibility of writing professionals. Retal1~

ing this credibility while using a more valid measure such as portfolios IS

an important goal. .
What we report herc--the results of our own efforts to descnbe

readers' responses to the task of assigning scores to nonuniform portfolios
of student writing--suggests that reaching that goal will not be easy. Our
readers all reported satisfactions that others have reported, that is, the
experiences of group training and of reading portfolios forced them to
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rethink their own teaching and evaluation of writing. But the same readers'
problems and reservations lead us to suggest that writing program admin
istrators greet suggestions for the use of non-uniform portfolios with
questioning restraint, especially where speed and the reliability of scoring
are primary considerations.

The Structure of the Portfolio Reading Sessions

The study we report here, which might best be categorized as "action
research," was part~fa large~inv~tigationofWritingdone in our university's
standard and tutonally ennched mtroductory courses in writing (Despain
etal.), At the end of each of ten training-plus-rating sessions, we reviewed
rate~ logs in an attempt to deal with rater concerns in subsequent training
ses.sl?ns. On.~ of our g~a.ls ~as to come to a better understanding of what
tr~g (~r standa~dlZ1ng) for raters of nonuniform portfolios might
profitably mvolve, smce models for such training are not generally avail
able.

. The raters~~resevencollege instructors who had taught thestandard
~troduct~rywn~g course several times. Each had also worked reliably
m ~e rating of smgle essays that are part of our university's means of
pl~ongstudents into appropriate introductory writing courses (see Brown,
Hilgers, and Marsella). During the ten sessions, the seven teachers rated
208portfoli?S. These portfolioshad been assembled by students from more
~~~sectio~sof the university's standard and tu toriallyenriched COurses
:'wnting; while.all section instructors were held to a common course policy
ta~ement,each mstructor created his or her own syllabus and sequence of
aSsl~ents.Each J:'0rtfolio contained four pieces of writing: a description,
nanation, o~ analySIS of a personal experience written in response to one or
:,,~~er aSSIgnment in t~e student author's section of the introductory

nting cours:; an analytic essay based on reading and research, written as
a co.utse reqUIrement; an in-class "impromptu" written by students in all
sections of the introductory writing course in response to a single prompt;
and.an out-of·c1ass r~vision of the "impromptu." Since assignments across
sectifroons wer~not umfonn, the topics of the firs t two texts generally differed

m portfoha to portfolio.

tha The first rea.ding sess~an established a pattern far training and rating
Fortw~f~llowedm all seSSIOns, with some modifications explained below.

trammg, readers were asked to read and then to rank a set of three
~~rnly s:lected sa~p.le po~tfolios t~at.had been duplicated for the

k g sessIOn. In the first seSSlOn,no cntena were proVided; readers were:s eel to, base their rankings On "first impressions." After rankings were
Uln.manzed on a chalkboard and reasons for rankings were discussed,
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Readers' Recurring Experiences with the Reading
of Portfolios

Readers' logs from each trainlng-aod-rating scssion, plus our own notcs on
the sessions, reveal several patterns of reader expcrience,

;'
"I .•.·'

1. Teacher-readers find assessment problematic when they do not know
the contexts ot individual essays' production. This finding has two
aspects. .

a. Generally, when teachers read to assess writing they are readmg
essays written in response to identical prompts, and they have the ~rompts
in front of them as they read. Thus, tlw context for the essays IS qUIte clear.
However, because our portfolios were drawn from sections ofa COurse that
each had different assigrunents and because the reader~ read portfolios
from many sections at every session, the variety in essays was great.
Further, prompts for the assignments were not available for the readers.

The difficulty of reading papers without knowing the context in
which they were written was a common theme in raters' commentaries
hom the end of every session. "Without some sense of the assignment, T

don·tknow where to place the emphasis;' wrote one. "Some teachers do not
stress thesis, nOr a developed in tro and condusion Ii ke l do," wrote another;
"without a sense of what the assignments werc, it is hard for me to grade
the portfolios."

b. Readers also expressed frustration over their lack of knowledge of
individual authors. Tn anv assessment 5i tuation, one might wondcr
Whether the papers one reads really present a fair picture of their authors
as writers. But in the investigators' experiences with the assessment of
single samples, such concern was usually minimal. Having a group of
papers from an actual semester's work, on the other hand, seemed to
heighten this concern. Reader comments often expressed strongly held
views. "Nanning Istandardizing of ratings] in the training is a good idea,
but one always grades on more than a 'norm.' Writing is never done in a
vacuum, nor is it eva lua ted withou t the student's his tory." Another reader
questioned the fairness of grading without knowledge of students' con
texts: "This grading is hard because I often grade my own students
according to additional variables--like improvement {rom the last paper.

, ,~ I have been trained to grade on the quality of the writing alone. But
'_,f, this session makes me more and more convinced that grading on writing
.'!,alone is not fair to the students."
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, " ABC D or F to each portfolio just ZlS
readers were Instructed to assign , '. " r'egular introductorv \\'riting

, des to essays In a ._
they would assl?~ gra .' 'rades reflected our commitment to keep
course. (The decIsion to assign g h 5 few advocate not

"I Id"· among our teac er.,
our procedures rea war 'D' " ns ()f reasons for rankings and for" d" lades) ISCUSSIO
asslgnmg tra Ihona gr . db "tatl'on to rcrank and regrade the' d re followe y an myI , _
assignmg gra es we fd" andreratingwas repeated untilf I· Th' rocesso Iscussmg .
same port 0 105. IS P . ' .. d third or fourth impreSSlOtls)a consensus on "impressIOns (now secon , ,

and ratings had em~rged. be an Each portfolio was initially read ,lnd
Actual evaluahon thenW:en ~o readers assigned scores more th<tn

rated by two teacher-raters. f I' as rated by a third teacher, and theone letter-grade apart, the port 0 10 w

discrepant score was discarde~. " for the first session, we were
During th~ hour-p.lus 0 tt::::;s had great difficulty in agreeing

somewhat surP:Ised to fmd~ha f th sample set of portfolios, since the
upon both rankmgs and gra cIs ~r I ch· h Jc\'els of interrater reliabilityh d h'eved re ahve v 19 ..
same readers a ac 1 . G" ~n the open-endedness ofthe trammg
with single-sample evaluatIOns. ~ve c not surprised to find that the
and the novelty of the portfolio tas ';~w~:'o readers on the first set of
correlation between grade.s asslgne,( ,y but rather low-level predicti\.t'
Portfolios was ,39, indICatmg a POSt .)\,e

. . b t ting 1 and ratmg 2. d
relatIonshIp e wee~, ra , arch" a enda and using reader logs an

Following our actIOn rese . g reliability in other circum-
what we knew ~bout techn~q~e~ ~~~:Prof~~ the second and subsequent
stances, we modified the tramm~ S ?Y

f
sessions that emphasi7cd

. 0 II progressIOn was rom .J
sessIOns. ur avera . , ht'ch the leader dlfecteu. . " ." to sessIons m w .
"trustin~ your. ftrst tm.p:c~s~ons TO ressivel more defined scoring gUide,
readers attention to cn term map g Yd' t se reader response~

. h' . n was our estre au,
One motive behmd t lS progresslO ti tor was our desire to leam

. 'training An even greater rna va , 't based
to lmprm.e. 'bTti fassessingasmglewn er "
more about the dynamics and pOSSI. 1 t es~ a~tions were guided by t\;\'O
on multiple samples in a portfoho. au in a' controlled setting, the

' F' ·t . it pOSSible to overcome, " _1
questions. Irs, 1S • . f .t of portfolios from re,}-
problems raised by a relatlve .no~?un~ or~~ywhat methods of training

ld " multiple-classroom scttmgs. eco, bl.
7war 'th these pro ems.seem best able to equip readers to cope W1 .
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In the nonschool world, we often assess the quality of what we read
without knowing about the context or the circumstances of the writer that
spawned the work. Thus, readers' problems here may have derived not
only from lack of assignment sheets but also from their associating the task
with the school world and from theirdesireas teachers to be rair in grading.
Some of the problems might be overcome by having an author's own
description of contexts included in each portfolio, although this alone
would be unlikely to promote reliability in grading. Other problems could
perhaps be overcome by limiting features both in the portfolios and in the
rating procedures that readers associate with the school world. '

2. Within each portfolio, different types of writing produced in different
contexts often triggered readers' biases,

Comments such as those above suggest that reading multiple samples
may put raters into a "real-classroom" frame of mind as they read, that is,
they respond as they would in a teaching situation. Besides raising
questions ofcontext, such reading also prompts more reader bias than does
reading a single sample. Many ofour readers reported conflict between the
group consensus on grades for sample portfolios arrived at during training
sessions and their own predispositions, especially as they relate to genrt',
subject matter, and types of assignments,

Biases related to genre and subject matter undoubtedly affect all
reading of student work, both in the classroom and in other assessment
situations. Portfolios, with their multiple samples, provide multiple
possibilities for reader conflict and may make readers more consciously
aware of their preferences and biases, At least our readers noted their own
biases openly in what are often exceptionally frank pieces of post-session
writing. The desirability of countering predispositions was one of the
major reasons for our moving toward more structured training methods.

For example, some readers showed a strong predisposition to value
exposition more than narration or description. This was explicit in several
comments (e.g., "1 t is hard for me to weight narraHve and exposi tory es~ays
the same"), even after we had articula ted a commitment to equal weigh ting
of genres during training sessions 4 and 6,

Anotherrecurring problem concerned some readers' persistent valu~
ing of writing done in class over writing done out of class. When readers
logs made this clear, we tried to negotiate differences during training;
however, even after the group had apparently agreed to assign eg ual

weightings, evidence of some readers' biases remained. .
Since no scoring guide for readers can anticipate every pOSSible

source of bias and since the sample portfolios used in training could never
tap all of the possible "triggers" in the set of portfolios to be read, biases were
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difficult to deal with in s\,stem f
commented at one time or an' th a IC ways. All seven of the read° cr somt'm ' th ers
of suppressing their predispos't.'·. ore an once, on the difficulty
tr ., h d I Ions, although' I

a:uung a provided some h I F' severa suggested that
e p. or example:

~e training sessions hel cd .
pnorities and raised ant: me to re-thmk my
the relationship ofgem u~ t~rofISSues, for example,
the writing. . e 0 e percclvcd "quality" of

The training ses" .
• SlOn was mvaluabl' b .

needed to pay more att f ,e ecause fIrst, I
scoring guide, to give e :::~ ~o Instruction. On the
expository papers; to se~ "C"elght to,narratrve and
requirements but d' ,a . port!olIo as fUlfilling
h d omg so unlmagmativ I

a to realize how t " e y. . . ,I
. 0 screen out" f '

bias toward a "better" .. 0 my mInd any
aS~lgnment. '

Finally, we found that ' .
tryin t· 0\ er time, even the r' d '
ff, g 0 aVOid or compensate for b' .... ea er who 1S consciollsly

e arts compromised bv what we lasteskls hkeJy to find his or her bc~t
- now a e up--fatigue.

3. Reading and .. assessIng multi Ie .
DlaJor threat to reliability p portfolIos is tiring.. and fatigue ;s

Fati. . a
, ~e IS easy to overlook but it ,. .
h:~;eSSlo~ comments more tha~ any o~l:sr~~ntl~ned!n r~a.ders' written
late-a mentioned by each reader at least onc cm-~tn 21 ~ndlndual entries.

tati £temaon and Sahlrday half-d d~' and m conjunction with both
. gue a ay rea mg' C

.. «Vera ppeared after each session cxc' s.. omments relating to
" .~ lead g~number ofportfolios read in an 'ocpt Scs~lOn 3, even though the
to nt:v1Ce), oraboutsix portfoliosp } dnesesSlOn Was less than 20 (each

: lUstread through 48 papersfin~~rde~ cr. A typical comment: "1 reajize
, '. I am . mgsamplesus d' '.

Fan" . Just now recovering from the e In trammgJ, most

I gue IS a Concern in read' f glaze, the glaze, the glaze ..
Y a . ' mg Or any t f .'. .

. concern In teachers' grad' (. es Ing sltuatlOll, just as it is
g of nonuniform portfolios m mg 0 student work; however the

~;a~od mUltiplies the types ot:t::~~~s~ the likelihood of fatigue.
Ydec~ the process of rating. Clearlv th' g the reader has to do and
ittne~10nOn thepossible useofnon~~if~:must be t.akell into account

. ns that the project will req . m portfolios (or evaluation
tn Sum ) Ulre more tim d '

, more monev--than oth 'r t , can, probably, mOre
, e ypes of assessment.
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focus led readers a bit further from "first-im ression" .
b'om the value of the portfolio as a single ~hole. seonngand, possibly,

That readers preferred greater direction is dear fro th·
m elf comments:

The in trod~ctjonofa scoring gUide has helped me be
mor~~Onslstent" .. lit] keeps me more focused on
sp~fie ?rade standards and helps me avoid an
unmtentIonal curve.
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Papers of all three typ t dfr es en to have characteristics
o~ mOre than one grade category (as given on the

scormgguide). Forexample sentencesmay be "
d £01" hil ' won-

er. w .e the essay as a whole is "boring."So often
I ~md up either averaging a BID to a C, tendin to
spht ~~grade on a given paper (A-Bor B-C arc-gO)
The listing of 't ". .. . I ems m order of importance" on the
sconng guIde IS VERY HELPFUL in these dI'ff' It
cases. ICU

The useofa scoringguide andm'd"d I ..thin . . . IVI ua gradmg
~k the portfolio~,all help focus the reader and, I

, make evaluatIon easier,

Sca~red among these favorable comm .
These antidpate some of OUT rese ti ents .are some mIxed ones.

rva ons concemmg the whole process:

Following th '. .
DOES hIe pn~nties of the scoring gUide really

d' tr e P-provlded that one does not become
IS acted by the 1001

NOT . strengths and weaknesses
scorindeal~ WIth by the scoring guide. Stick to the
th g ~wde, then; that's been hard to do but k

e gradmg from being TOO impossible. ' eeps

First let me say that th .
make th e scorIng gUide really helps

e process ofevaluating clearer The
general gu"d r . y serve as
hie1Oes--something to consider. I can't
owev~r,shake the f~lingtha t SOme of my decisio '

are arbItrary--made 10 what feels like a vacuum. os

Thesuggestion atthe beginning of the third h h
we stop and re-read the sample ackets our t ~t
that order) Was extremely benefici~1 Aft Cd,B~D, (m

, er o1Og50,

",As mentioned above, problems in reader bias showed up in the first
training session as did problems with reliability. An analysis of this first
session showed that readers disagreed most particularly on decisions that
involved assigning grades of "C" (i.e., distinguishing between C and Band
between C and D). Thus, training for the second session focused on
establishing clearer understandings about this discrimination.

The sampIeportfolios for use in the second session were selected from
those on which two readers had disagreed in the previous session. Further,
although the discussion ranged freely and consensus on standards was still
to be in the hands of "the community of readers;' the leader directed
readers' attention to aspects of texts and portfolios that seemed to have
caused problems. The correlation between scores assigned in this session
was .52, an improvement in agreement between raters but still far from the
1.00 correlation of total agreement.

Training for the third reading session moved even further in the same
direction. First, sample packets were "made up" by combining, in some
cases, essays from several actual portfolios. Thus, the training packets
became "model" portfolios rather than "representative" portfolios. To
accompany the packets, a more prescriptive, criterion-referenced scoring
guide was prepared to describe the grades from A to F. With these changes,
the inter-rater reliabili ty ratiowent up slightly to .58, againan improvement
but still far from the .80 that is frequently used as thestandard for minimally
acceptable level of agreement in circumstances where a score has signifi
cant consequences.

Changes in training came in response not only to correlation statistics
but also to observations and especially to written comments, both negative
and positive, by the readers" From session 3 on, then, the training sessions
focused largely on distinguishing among features of the scoring guide and
on working with model portfolios. The scoring guide itself was modified
twice, for sessions 5 and 8, mainly to make the language more explicit and
in response to suggestions by the readers. Perhaps the most significant
change occurred during session 7, when, in an attempt to increase the
interrater correlation significantly, we trained readers to use the scoring
guide on individual essays and then to average ra tings in order to arri \Ie at
a rating for the portfolio. (See AppendiX for final version of scoring guide.)

The discussion in each training session was fTee flowing but over
time was more and more directed by the leader toward the criteria in t~e
scoring guide and toward the model portfolios. Clearly, every change in

Reactions to Efforts at Improving Inter-rater
Agreement
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Final Considerations

33

There IS a point at which having a well-spelled out
scoring guide works against you--the reading stops
being holistic and becomes a labored effort to fit
writing into discrete categories.

• comprehensive sample of a student's writing--may to a certain extent
have been compromised. Our readers put it well:

Our going over the scoring gUide so closely makes
me realize something about my way of reading
holistically: thatit seems always to be Some cri terion
OTHER1HAN WHAT ISONTHESCORING GUIDE
that makes me feel like I am making an accurate
assessment. What seemed like a great idea--to make
the scoring guide more definitive--tums out to be
more problematic because it is so limiting in our
reading of the portfolios holistically.

As with all experiences related to holistic rating of writing, ours were
"unique" in that particular persons participated at particular times and in
particular places in reading particular portfolios. In addition, our raters
had all been previously trained to be reliable holistic raters of individual
~tingsamples. Nonetheless, our training methods were rather conven
tional, and our student authors were in many respects typical of college
~.en;however, we think that some ofwhat we learned may be helpful
10 writing program administrators who must make decisions on ways of
assessing written texts.

{' Ii ~ experience taught us three things about using portfolios in
tuations where speed and high degrees of interrater agreement are',1, deemed

ill. necessary. First, using portfolios takes a tremendous amount of
tbneand energy, requires long training sessions with careful planning, and
PI'obably Works best when not too many portfolios are rated by a single
reader at anyone session.

. Sec.and, the reading itself tends to be more unruly than the reading of
lingle pieces of writing produced under controlled circumstances in

: n!sponSe to identical prompts. The compleXity of multiple samples keeps
,-ders from holding in check their predispositions, even biases, regarding
~,conte~t,and context. In addition, the lack of a dear context, both

" the matenal to be read and for the writers of the materiaL presents as

1could see better the fine distinctions between B-C
andC-D. Ductomy fatigue,} was beginning to doubt
my judgment; thankfully, often checki~g the s~~ple
essays helped me very much in makmg deCISIons.
(I'd "already done some referring back to sample
essays during the first two hours, whe~ It was a,lso
helpful.) Jconclude that perhaps consultm~a sconng
guide is not sufficient. Sample essays, partlCularly ~n

the third hour, seem to be an mvaluable tool m
evaluating portfolios.

Whileitisnotprecisely true to say that through m~refocusedtraining
techniques we steadily improved reIiabUi ty, it can be ~ald tha tonce,?i1st the
rather di sappointing ratio of the ini tial read ing, we d Im~ed. to t~e .:J(} len'l,
then to the ,60 level and stayed there. This gives some mdlca~lOn that the
direction of the training--toward more structure--wo:ked to mcrease the
likelihood that our readings wou Id be consisten t. The lT~provedre1ILlbIll ty
was not, however, without a price, The standardizmg sconng .gUide
achieved a better "fit" with characteristics of individual essays than WIth lhe
more varying characteristics of nonuniform .portfolios. Th~s, the sc~).nn~

guide's use shifted focus away from the vanc~y ,of expressllms that IS the
basis for the portfolio's claim to enhanced vahdlty. . .. .' "

Readers' response~ toour attempt to improve rehab,hty by movmg In

the direction of more structure formed an interesting pattern. farly
comments on the training showed raters thinking of the complexIty: of real
life reading and thus resisting the discipline necessary for readmg In il

controlled situation. :I r'
In later sessions, this resistance seemed to disappear. . Rea,t ~e~

believed the discipline of training to be necessary, even valuable, nond
h tr . t surfaced over timE',less, some of the original resistance to t e cons am s re . h

at least with a couple of readers. This pattern may say somethmg ~ot

, h Th' mcnts show that [C,10('rspositive and negative about t c process. team _
gradually' accepted the particular circumstances presented by the readl:1g

. . 't' b t certam readl rseven to the point of helpmg shape the Clrcums ances, u .' T

also showed a healthV resistance to a reading 5itua tion tha t forcc~ a read ~J1gh
. d' penencc \\ ItstY'le on them. The comments point up the para ox 111 our ex . . .... '

, t' t h' 'e rellablht\ Inp()rtfolio reading: Problems inherent In attemp 109 0 ac IC\ ,'. T

1 'f \ 'ntlIlHthe new and complex situation of reading severa nonu~" orm ~itfers

samples in portfolios force a structured approach to readmg that 'tv
from the flexible reading one ordinarily finds in a real-w.orld comml~l~l;r

of writin<' teachers. This is further evidence that the ongmal mtent () " g
n 'd "lId" s 'sment bv U"lndecision to use portfolios--to pron e a rea -wor a ses 0
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yctunresolved problems forreaderswhoseea body of work that they kilt)\\,
was produced as part of an academic course.

Third, a paradox seems to emerge from our data. When \\ e first
started this project, a colleague rather cynically noted that illtl'r.r,ltl'r

reliability depends upon a leader's imposing his or her will on r,lh'r". In
a real sense, this proved true as training sessions needed to becomc mtm'
and morc structured if readers were to reach agreement. Thu..." till'

manipulations needed to improve mter-rater reliability m,ly undermine
the very "real-life" validity that prompted portfolio reading in the first pL1C('

(for further discussion, see Hilgers & Marsella).
Those who report successful experiences with portfolios as d n1t'<llb

of evaluating student writing appear to operate without the constraints We

faced. For example, where portfolios with uniform contents sen'c dS d

"leaving exam" for a writing course, maintaining high levels of inter-rater
reliabilitv is not a pressing issue since there are other checks on the 011 tcome
(mainlv the records established by the students in the course)c Reading
sessio~s involving such portfolios are conducted in a spirit of negotiation
rather than with a goal of standardization, .

Can the rating of portfolios with nonuniform contents be u'>ed tor
research projects or for program assessments that require highly reh<lble
findings? Perhaps not, or perhaps not yet. If not yeti then we must work
to discover how we can achieve the control necessary for satisfactory' len'ls
of reliability without sacrificing the validity sought through use ofportfo
jios. If simply not, not all is lost. It may prove possible that dIfferent
purposes for assessment will dictate different trade-oUs betw~en valIdIty
and reliability. Our project did not arrive at a completely satIsfactory ~et

of trade-offs, but this experience does not mean that an acceptabk compro
mise between the validity that maintains in "real-world" settings and the
reliabilitv we seek when we want to generalize our finding~ about [{'al

people ~annot be found. Our experience does sugge~t, hO\vcvef, th<lt
writing program administrators should carefully consider the goals and
particular circumstances of assessment before they decide whether or n()t
nonuniform portfolios and holistic ratings are the best available vehlClco- for
the evaluation of writing.

Note

1. Elbow and E3elanoff rf!port that they began including a statement on the
nature of the assignments with their portfolios at the request of theJr
readers. They also specified what was to be included in the. ~or.tfoliO:~~
their portfolios were perhaps not a" vaned as ours were. ThiS might h,
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C On the runway, but not
- in the air

D_Boring and general

EXPOSITORY text:

Structure

. t. A__Imelligent thesis'
~;';.' crystal clear structure

C__Correct, but awkward

D__Awkward. noticeahle
errors

F__Error-filled

Support

A__Intelligenl & imaginative
use ofsupport

Use this sheet with each portfolio.

3. Average the two paper grades.

1. For each student text, check the appropriate grade score in each column.

.37

B__Support substantial &
well used

C__Minimally necessary
support

D__Little support, badly
used

F__Filled with generali
zations & undigested
quoles

B__Interesting thesis;
organization clear

C__Has thesis, hut obvious
and boring

D__Thesis & structure
unclear

F_No apparent thesis

rWAR
N

text scoring guide omitted]

. ".'.

B__Correct & efficient

A__Wonderful

Holds attention

36

B

A__Captivating throughout

4. If the average is between grades, use the composite grade you gave to
the "war" text to break the deadlock.

2, Compute a grade for each paper. Grade in left column should have more
weight than grade in right column.

DESCRiPTIVE or NARRA rIVE (personal experience) text:
Interest Sentences

Appendix

Portfolio Scoring Guide
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